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the Second rounf, by holding the seat allotted to them

the first round. If

better options are allotted to them, the earlier seat will
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Candidates who 'lave exercised Choice 1 in first round f >r the seat allotted,

after making the payment decides to surrender the seat, can cancel the seat

on or before

the

: last date

prescribed

for entry of

opti

rns for the second

round, for such ci rndidates an amount of Rs.5,000/- will b : deducted from the

payment made

I

iif paid at KEA) and the balance amr runt if

any will

be

refunded. In case r, if they surrender the seat after the las date prescribed for
option entry for tl re second round, full amount paid as fee ; will be forfeited as
per rules"
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Candidates who lave exercised Choice 2 in first round f >r the seat allotted,

after making the payment decides to surrender the seats, can cancel the seat

on or before

the r

last date prescribed for entry of opti rns for the second

round, for such ci rndidates an amount of Rs.5,000/- will
payment made a nd the balance amount
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if any will be r :funded. In case, if

they surrender tl re seat after the last date prescribed or option entry for
second round, ful I amount paid as fees will be forfeited as per rules.
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